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Theme: Would you phrase that in the form of a question please? And don't just change the inflection of
your VOIce. Answer these questions with the confidence that they are questions for answers.
Tossups
1) The play's author was raised to project a good self image. Like all good playwrights his play
disputed his upbringing. Written during "a stable, productive time," it takes place on a small New
England* campus and opens with the character's coming home from a party at the bride's father's
house. The couple cares for each other, but events have turned them to enemies. Honey and Nick
interact in FTP, what play featuring the crumbling of the marriage of Martha and George written by
Edward Albee?
Answer: Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
2) Established on April 7, 1948, they focus on "a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing*, not only the absence of disease or infirmity." Previously led by representatives of Canada,
Brazil, Denmark, Japan, Norway and currently South Korea, FTP, what group established by the UN
would properly answer the bash.org query "do you know of any major organizations that are similar to
the CDC?"
Answer: World Health Organization
3) Hosted by a Bollywood legend, it broke all television records in India. Partially blamed for the
demise of Judd Apatow's Freaks and Geeks, it premiered in the US on August 16, 1999,
averaging* 29 million viewers per night in its first season. Robby Roseman and Brian Fodera were
famous for being furthest from the answer and David Goodman was the youngest to succeed. Kevin
Olmstead won the most amount of money on FTP what popular game show that dominated the TV at the
turn of the millennium?
Answer:"Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?"
4) Written in Dmitrov, Russia in 1919, this quote was first published in English in the Labor
Leader in 1920. A piece from the author's revolutionary packets in his Archives*, it questioned the
direction a nation and a movement was heading. In fact, the questioner and his answers suggested that
ending the revolution was "absurd." A communist society free from central government seemed an
ideal answer. In "A Letter to the Workers of Western Europe," Peter Kropotkin posed, FIP, what
question famous with advocates of the "anarchist communism" movement?
Answer: "What is to be done?" or "What to do?" (accept equivalents, as this is a Russian
translation)
5) This was first included in the Naughty Nineties collection. It features strange names. Like
Daffy* and Dizzy and Goofe. Sebastion DinwiddIe wants to know them all. Since his partner is going
to be the coach, he sure as heck knows. But in order to make it clear to his friend he has to get past the
whole voice inflection thing. Originally airing on the radio, this describes FTP what classic exchange
between two comedians describing a baseball team's starting lineup?
Answer: "Who's On First?" (no I'm asking you)

6) Possible answers include: In Hollywood. Fighting knights. In a wonder* book. On a fantastic
journey. Plundering pirates. On a great space adventure. Amidst ace of spades and human snowballs.
On a flying carpet. Losing items along the way and cutting through a maze of people, Martin Handford
asks you to find the titular hiker, in FTP, what wildly popular children's picture book series?
Answer: Wltere's Waldo?
7) It was at the peak of Christian persecution of Emperor Nero when St. Peter decided to leave
Rome. Walking out of the eternal city on the Appian Way, he encountered Jesus and asked* him.
Hearing Jesus' reply "To Rome to be crucified anew" caused Peter to return to Rome to be crucified
upside down. A novel by the polish author Henryk Sienkiewicz about the persecution of Christians in
ancient Rome bears, FTP, what Latin question of Jesus as its title, as do six movies, a Japanese video
game and a Canadian death metal band?
Answer: Quo vadis? (Or Lord, where are you going? before "A noveL .. ")
8) Could it be he lives where "nothing much happens"? Could it be he has to regularly bathe a 17
year old boy?* Could it be his brother Larry "got away"? Could it be his dad left them "hung out to
dry 17 years ago"? Could it be "momma hasn't left the house in over 7 years"? Could it be he has to
constantly deliver groceries to a scandalous mother oftwo? Could it be he meets a nice girl, Becky, but
she's just passing through? What is it that FTP completes the title of the 1993 Johnny Depp classic?
Answer:"What's Eating Gilbert Grape?"
9) Some sources say the answer is a forty-thousand dollar plus salary. Others say it's a good
hairdresser. Volvo tried to solve* it with the Volvo YCC this year. Timothy Leary * wondered with
his first part volume of his Future History series. Mel Gibson may know the answer. FTP, what
question has been asked for years since Sigmund Freud, despite his 30 years of research?
Answer: What do women really want? Or What does woman want?
10) That we're floating in space, that happiness makes you cry*, that everyone you know someday
will die, that you have the most beautiful face. Created after the band's correspondence regarding a
Japanese woman they met while touring turned to cryptic messages about illness, life and death, it was
recently featured on a commercial for Mitsubishi. FTP this describes what single off of the Flaming
Lips' Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots?
Answer: "Do You Realize?"
11) It began the undoing of its target. The target was finally getting asked the questions after his
common practice of being the inquisitor. The target was defended by Ann Coulter *while being
interviewed by Diane Sawyer. On June 9, 1954, Jim Welch was not able to gauge the target's
recklessness and cruelty, he did question Senator Joseph McCarthy, FTP, of what, having seen enough?
Answer:"Have you no sense of decency?"
12) The answer to this question is, already in the boat, crossing the river. It's asked right at the
end* of the first movie, but right at the start of the second book. Immediately before it, the asker, a man
also known as Ellesar or Strider, says "Alas! An ill fate is on me this day, and all that I do goes amiss."
Give, FTP, this three word question that wonders what became of Frodo' s gardener.
Answer: 'Where is Sam?'

13) Warning: Two question answer. One could say the inquisitive was underprepared. He found
out two days before the faceoff, he would be participating. He's "not a politician* everybody
knows that." That was one of his answers. Along with the answer, "I am here because I have in my
brain and in my heart what it takes to lead America through tough times." With this information and
over laughter, Ross Perot's running mate in 1992, Admiral Stockdale sought to provide answers to, FTP,
what two part question in the fIrst vice presidential debate?
Answer:"Who am I? Why am I here?"
14) He may be one that "that... will never live for the sake of another man, nor ask another man to
live for" his own. The writer posed more sub-questions about him. Is he "A destroyer* or a
liberator? Why does he fIght his battle, not against his enemies, but against those who need him
most? Why does he fIght his hardest battle against the woman he loves?" But most importantly, what
immortal question, FTP, did Ayn Rand repeatedly ask about the revolutionary in Atlas Shrugged?
Answer: "Who is John Galt?"
15) A single mother invites to strangers in to her house permanently. Not just any strangers.
These are people that will just unwittingly catch you* in the nude. Just days after they move in. But
it's all successfully smoothed over by the fun-loving mother. In other episodes, issues of soap-selling
ethics and bra-buying are covered and, as expected, hilarity ensues. FTP name that sitcom, you know,
the one where Tony Danza plays a guy named Tony who keeps Angela's house with daughter
Samantha.
Answer: Who's the Boss?
16) Questions help make a living for the author. He won a Nobel prize for answering questions
with his famed diagrams. * The book includes other answers to other questions, including chapter one
"How to make a scientist." It also sets out to answer questions about the Challenger, its O-rings and
why it failed. A follow up to his Surely, You're Joking Mr. Feynman, Richard Feynman wrote, FTP,
what inquisitive book?
Answer: What Do You Care What Other People Think?
17) A bankrobber shoots cows much like the "fools" before him. Every time the main character

falls asleep* something bad happens much like the hero before him. These two also are identifIed by
tasks only they are able to perform. Everett is often compared to a character 2000 years before him in a
tale following three chain gang escapees in FTP what 2000 George Clooney fIlm?
Answer: 0 Brother, Where Art Thou?
18) In 1956, this work first posed the question at the London exhibition, "This is Tomorrow." The
Independent Group featured* this collage featuring a glossy hunk bearing a giant lolly amidst sporting
goods, pinups and other consumer goods by British painter Richard Hamilton. This describes, FTP,
what collage considered by many critics to be the first piece of Pop Art?
Answer: "Just What Is It that Makes Today's Homes So Different, So Appealing?"
19) If you could answer "Yes" to this question, then you would have faith in Dave Silk, Neal
Broten, Mike Eruzione, and Coach* Brooks. If you did answer this question when it was first asked,
you would have been listening to Al Michaels and sweating over fIve seconds left in a national hockey
game. What question, FTP, did the 1980 US Hockey team answer with a goal and a gold medal,
inspiring a TV movie and later Disney feature?
Answer:"Do you believe in miracles?"

20) Francis P. Church was called upon to solve the dispute. At 8 years old, the asker was unsure
due to all the less fortunate children* around her. She could have guarded all entrances, but you can't
prove something you can't see. That's why she was forced to turn to The Sun since "Papa says, 'If you
see it in The Sun, it's so.'" FIP, what 1897 question garnered the answer "Yes, Virginia ... he exists as
love and generosity and devotion exist."
Answer: "Please tell me the truth, is there a Santa Claus?"
21) The English-born poet's father would have disagreed with the answer to the question. Much
of her later work is written about the subject of the question, whom her father strongly disliked.
Following a common trend and taken from her most famous collection of poems*, Sonnets from the
Portuguese, "to the depth, breadth, and height my soul can reach" answers the second verse of sonnet
XXXII (32) which begins with, FTP, what question by Elizabeth Barrett Browning?
Answer: "How do I love thee?"

Bonuses
1) Last words. Your chance to make profound statements or questions in this case. Given speaker and
circumstances ask the question, FTSNOP.
(5 points) Julius Caesar, 44 BC, on being assassinated by others including his friend.
Answer: Et tu Brute? Or You too, Brutus?
(10 points) Thomas Jefferson, 1826, hoping to make a 50 th anniversary of the Declaration of
Independence.
Answer: Is it the fourth? Or This is the fourth?
(15 points) American Revolutionary Ethan Allen, 1789, told by his doctor, " General, I fear the angels
are waiting for you."
Answer: Waiting are they?
2) Given lyrics from an incredulously titled song, name the song title, FTPE
"Those freaks was right when they said you was dead. The one mistake you made was in your head [ ... ]The only
thing you done was yesterday, and since you're gone you're just another day."
Answer: "How Do You Sleep?" by John Lennon
"Success has been so easy for you. But don't forget it's me that put you where you are now, and I can put you
back there too."
Answer: "Don't you Want Me?" by Human League
"If it's true, you do not know, this boy loves without a reason. I'm prepared to let you go."
Answer: "Do you Really Want to Hurt Me?" by Culture Club
3) There may be lots of questions asked about Shakespeare, but the man asked his own questions, too. FTSNOP,
identify these Shakespearean questions.
(For 5 points) A Hamlet quote used by many. It was used by Eric in Billy Madison before Billy stole the show in
the drama portion of the academic decathlon.
Answer: "To be or not to be?"
(For 10 points) This commonly misunderstood line is uttered on a balcony of the Capulet home questioning the
reason for a character's lineage.
Answer: "0, Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore art thou, Romeo?"
(For 15 points) Macbeth asks himself this question as he is plotting to murder Duncan and sees an imaginary
bloody knife.
Answer: "Is this a dagger which I see before me?"
4) Alright, gumshoes! Answer these questions and get back the Eiffel Tower!! FTPE
This original game show enlisted the likes of Greg Lee, Lynne Thigpen and Rockapella to educate kids about
geography.
Answer: Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?
This second version of the similar game show replaced Rockapella with lame dancing but still had Lynne
Thigpen.
Answer: Where in Time is Carmen Sandiego?
The next show lost the game show theme and got more Saturday morning cartoon attention. Now featuring Zack
and Ivy, this show asked another important question.
Answer: Where on Earth is Carmen Sandiego?

5) CNN called it "the biblical beanie baby." It was less valuable and cute, but FTPE give the question.
It was fIrst suggested in the 1800s by Charles Sheldon. This bracelet gained popularity in 1997
reminding Christians of the proper way to act.
Answer: What Would Jesus Do? Bracelet
When the fad of the bracelet peaked, a TV host decided to capitalize on the market. When a wearer
glanced at this rendition while getting hot and heavy with a girl, he proceeded to wet his pants.
Answer: What Would Conan Do? Bracelet
Concerned about fuel consumption, the Evangelical Environmental Network and Christian Care
Magazine ask this on bumper stickers everywhere.
Answer: "What Would Jesus Drive?"
6) Given the supposed answers, provide these classic crime-based questions from the 1980s. FTPE
It was Kristen Shepard who committed the crime you speak of, in 1980.
Answer: Who shot J.R. Ewing?
Random gunfIre killed the character played by Brad Randall in this 1989 Sandra Bullock flick.
Answer: Who Shot Pat(angko)?
Judge Doom did it in this Zemeckis film from 1988.
Answer: Who Framed (Shot) Roger Rabbit?
7) Some of our nation's presidential candidates hoped to answer the country's questions with a
question. FTPE identify the campaign quote described.
In 1884 James Blaine proposed what the possible illegitimate child of Grover Cleveland would ask.
Answer: "Ma Ma where's my pa? Gone to the White House, Ha ha ha!"
On October 28, 1980, in the second presidential debate against Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan asked this
devastating question that resonated throughout the campaign that year.
Answer:" Are you better off than you were four years ago?"
Whigs jeered this question in support of Henry Clay in 1844. Democrats replied "the candidate who
stands for expansion."
Answer: "Who is James K. Polk?"
8) Who is Ken Jennings? That's the correct question to the answer, "he thinks he's so tough." Well
how would you do in some head to heads with Ken. Question these Final Jeopardy! answers seen
during his reign. FTSNOP and remember the theme of this packet and Jeopardy! rules.
For ten points, "In 2002, the Library of Congress had William B. Jones Junior speak on this 1941-to1971 comic book series in its collection."
Answer: What is Classic Comics?
Five points per poet "Called the two most innovative 19th Century American poets, one didn't read the
other after being 'told that he was disgraceful. '"
Answer: Who were Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson?
Five points per play, two plays only "2 of 4 Shakespeare plays where a ghost appears on stage."
Answer: "What are Hamlet, Richard III, Julius Caesar or Macbeth?
(If you hit 3 for 3 then hey you're one up on Mr. Jennings. Except that whole million dollars thing.)

9) Help fulfill these cheap plugs for hopeful sponsors of This Tournament! Give the ad slogan
described.
After plundering a non-Capital One user's residence, a Viking looks at the camera and asks this slogan.
Answer:"What's in your wallet?"
Some adults in commercials have barked like a dog, played patty cake, acted like a monkey. A
character in Family Guy even killed a man when asked this question.
Answer:"What would you do for a Klondike Bar?"
It's many variations included the yelling of a very pungent green Japanese condiment and white
characters in a similar commercial translated it for the uncool population who drank Budweiser. True.
Answer: WASSUP??!!
10) Friendly reminder: This packet is a question packet. Everything pertains to it. Answer some more
curiously linked questions FTPE
This source ofthe cry for help is heard by a passing elephant who spends much of the Seuss book trying
to protect this speck.
Answer: A Who
This Scottish inventor helped improve the Newcomen steam engine in 1763 and described the properties
of steam.
Answer: James Watt
The curious atomic symbol Y represents this element, atomic number 39.
Answer: Yttrium
11) Sports bonus. You're used to the theme by now. I'm sure it will all make sense in the end. FTPE
This man, Mr. Hockey himself, ranks second in NHL goals and third in points behind Wayne Gretzky
and played in the NHL from 1946-1971.
Answer: Gordie Howe
He recorded his 300th and final win in 1963 at the age of 43. A share of his previous 299 victories had
helped both the Indians and the White Sox to the only pennants of the 1950s not won by the Yankees.
Answer: Early "Gus" Wynn
He helped his team become the only team to successfully beat a Four Horsemen led Notre Dame twice.
At number 35, he was named an All American tackle in 1924 and 25.
Answer: Ed Weir
12) Some artists "still haven't found what they're looking for." Give these song titles FTPE.
The 90s Paula Cole radio classic asked "Why don't you stay the evening \ Kick back and watch the TV \
And I'll fix a little something to eat ... How do you take your coffee, my sweet?"
Answer:"Where Have All the Cowboys Gone?"
The Pixies must have found it because they are back on the scene. But either way this oft-covered song
says "Stop" before it even begins. "Try this trick and spin it."
Answer: "Where is My Mind?"
On Metamorphosis, Hilary Duff said "I'm always too late \ I see the train leaving \ I'm always laughing \
When it's not cool to smile" but managed to ask this. UB40 asked just the opposite.
Answer:"Where Did I Go Right?"

13) Modern writers are just as inquisitive as the old ones. Identify the modern titles. 5-10-15
(5)Subtitled "an Amazing Way to Deal with Change in Your Work and in Your Life," this Spencer
Johnson self-help parable tells a story of two mice and two humans.
Answer: Who Moved My Cheese?
(1 O)Spoiler alert: In his 2003 book asking this question, Bill O'Reilly decides it's "not the U.S.
government; not the media; not the Catholic bishops" Let me guess. Is it him?
Answer: Who's Looking Out (or You?
(15)In this hard-hitting book based on his popular film series by the same title, Christian author Tony
Campolo calls on each of us to 'risk more, reflect more-and do more things of lasting value.' And
probably says Jesus wouldn't do it.
Answer: Who Switched the Price Tags?
14) One can find so many answers on the Internets. Name these corners of the WebCyberNetSpace that
one would give the answer, FTSNOP.
(5)The founders of this website recently opened a VoteOrNot spinoff website giving away $100,000 to a
lucky voter in November.
Answer: Hotornot.com
(10)The Brunching Shuttlecocks feature this repeated installment written by Lore Sjoberg. Allowing
one "to pass judgment on certain items." The tallied results are then displayed for an answer to the
question.
Answer: Good or Bad?
(15)Run by Bruce, Marc and Keith, this website features a bio or resume of a famous thing. Visitors to
the site then determine the answer to the question. Listing Steve Spurrier above Osama Bin Laden really
says a lot.
Answer: AmIAnnoying.com
15) Kids say the darnedest things!! Remember that e-mail forwarded among the secretaries with kids
answering "age-old questions" about relationships. FTPE, ask the question answered by little Jimmy
and Susie.
"You got to find somebody who likes the same stuff. Like if you like sports, she should like it that you
like sports, and she should keep the chips and dip coming."
Answer: How do you decide who to marry? (accept equivalents)
"Married people usually look happy to talk to other people." And "You might have to guess based on
whether they seem to be yelling at the same kids."
Answer: How can you tell who is married to each other? (accept equivalents)
"I'd run home and play dead. The next day I would call all the newspapers and make sure they wrote
about me in all the dead columns."
Answer: What would you do if you were on a bad date? (accept equivalents)
16) Would you like to supersize it? Would you like fries with that? FTSNOP, identify the fast food
slogans that more officially asked questions.
For 5 points, Wendy's famous 80s slogan. Clara Peller played a crusty old lady who slapped the
counters of neighborhood hamburger joints and loudly asked this probing question.
Answer: "Where's the beef?"
For 10 points, "Hey, it could happen" and this 1995 slogan for McDonalds is trademarked according to
their website.
Answer:"Have you had your break today?"
For 15 points, in the early 80's, Burger King was trying to keep sales growing so they had to keep
changing their advertising. In 1982 "Battle of the burgers" was used with what other slogan to pitch their
burgers?
Answer:"Aren't you hungry for Burger King now?"

17) Classic Laurel and Hardy films. FTPE
This golf silent film has Ollie and Stan getting in a mud throwing battle with other golfers on the course.
Answer:"Should Married Men Go Home?"
A murderer vows revenge on a judge for sentencing him to death, so the judge hires two private
detectives, Laurel and Hardy for protection. The gumshoes bungle their way along, but manage to
capture the criminal.
Answer: Do Detectives Think?
Ollie appears with Clyde Cook in this 1925 nautical comedy.
Answer: Should Sailors Marry?
18) Identify the linked works on a IS-S basis.
(IS)This film includes characters Zoltan, Zarnoff, Zelmina and Zellner all on a wild goose chase.
Unbeknownst to the main characters.
(S)Stars Seann William Scott and Ashton Kutcher. Sweet!
Answer: Dude Where's my Car?
(IS) Tricked by Republican lawmakers and their wealthy corporate pals who use a combination of
concocted bogeymen and lies to stay rich and in control, this book knows the only solution lies in
Drafting Oprah
(S) Written by Michael Moore in 2003, focuses on the direction of the US
Answer: Dude. Where's My Country?
19) F ISPE films that have no regrets.
A rich man catches a thief burglarizing his home and steals the thiefs lucky ring, who then tries to get it
back in this Danny Devito 2001 film
Answer: What's the Worst that Could Happen?
This was the working title for Tootsie. It also is the translated name of La Verite si je mens, a French
film telling the story of Eddie, a non-jew, trying to pass as a Jew.
Answer: Would I Lie to You?

